In this paper, Adomian decomposition method (ADM ) and modified Adomian decomposition method (MADM ) has been introduced to find the exact or approximate solution to a wide class of multi-higher fractional order linear integro-differential problems of Fredholm type with variable coefficients in which the fractional derivative is described in the Caputo sense. In this methods t he solution of a functional equation is considered as the sum of infinite series of components usually converging to the solution based on the appearance of the noise terms, where a closed form solution is not obtainable, a truncated number of terms is usually used for numerical purposes. Finally, Numerical experiment prepared that modified Adomian decomposition solutions converges faster than Adomian decomposition solution and by several examples illustrate these considerations.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the mult i-h igher order Linear Fredholm Integro-Fract ional Differential Equations (LFIFDE's) in Caputo sense with variable coefficients in the general form: property that: and Denotes the given continuous functions, is the unknown function, wh ich is the solution of equation (1) and is a scalar parameter. Where is Caputo's fractional derivative and is the order of the fractional derivatives. Adomian deco mposition method was introduced by Adomian [3, 7] which is an effective technique that has been employed by many researchers to solve scientific problems [5, 6, 8, 14] . Th is method is series solution technique while the solution is viewed as the infinite series sum with easily co mputed components which converges rapidly to specific solution [7] . In this article we intend to give a new procedure and modifications: ADMs for the first time fo r solving the class of the multi -high order fractional linear integro-differential equations of Fredholm type. Fro m here, we present the necessary informat ion's fro m fract ional calculus (FC), Adomian decomposition method (ADM) and modification techniques of ADM, this informat ion's with some important lemmas are used in our suggested procedure to solve our problem (1).
Fractional Calculus:
In this section, we present some basic definitions, lemmas and properties about linear operators of fractional integration and fractional differentiation which are used throughout this paper. For more details, see [4, 9, 11, 12, 15] We adopt Caputo's definition, wh ich is a modification of the R-L definition and has the advantage of dealing properly with initial value problem, for the concept of the fractional derivative. 
Adomian Decomposition Method (ADM)
The Adomian Deco mposition method, [3, 7] , consists of decomposing the unknown function of any equation into a sum of an infinite number of components defined by the decomposition series:
∑ where the components are to be determined in a recursive manner. Adomain and Rach [ ] and Wazwaz [ ] have investigate the phenomena of the self-canceling "noise" terms where the sum of components vanishes in the limit. If the noise terms exist bet ween the components and , it will provide the exact solution by using only the first two iterations. A necessary condition for the appearance of the noise terms is that the zeros component must contain the exact solution among the other terms. first we apply -order of R-L fractional integral for both sides of our problem and using lemma (1) and lemma (2, part-i) we obtain:
where ̅ for all and ̅ for all . Second, according to the decomposition method, we assume the series solution for the unknown function in the form and it is leads to the following recursive relation: (6) o r (7) . It is important to note that the decomposition method suggests that the zeros component be defined by the conditions and the function as described above. The other components namely are derived recurrently . so we use an approximation of the solution by the following truncated series:
Modified Adomian Decomposition Method (MADM)
It is interesting to note that the modified decomposition method depends mainly on splitting the inhomogeneous into finite parts namely , therefore it cannot be used if the function consists of only one term. The success of this modification depends only the paper choice of and this can be made through trials only. By the same stages of ADM, we obtain equation (5) ∑ ∫ ̅ } so we use an approximation of the solution by the following truncated series: ̂ ∑
Illustrate Examples:
Here, t wo analytical results were presented for linear IFDE o f Fredholm type with variab le coefficients using Adomian Decomposition and Modified Adomian Decompositio n method.
Example (1)
Consider the linear Fredholm of IFDE with variable coefficients for multi-higher fractional orders:
∫[ ]
where subjected to the condition . Applying the ADM for solving our problem, fro m first part of equation (6) we obtain:
[ ]
For the second part of equation (6) It follows immediately that So is the solution which is the exact expression for our linear FIFDE.
Example (3)
Consider the higher order linear FIFDE with variable coefficients:
subjected to the conditions: , while the exact solution is: . First appl y standard ADM for solving our problem. Here, and
. From first part of equation (6) we obtain:
For the second part of equation (6) putting in it and finding each parts we get as follows:
[ ̅ ] ∑ ∫ ̅ so the first approximation of the solution is gives the solution which is the exact solution that satisfies our linear FIFDE's. Second apply MADM, Using equation (11) we get:
From
we assume that:
We next use the MADM recurrence formula (12) to obtain:
It follows immediately that So is the solution which is the exact expression for our linear FIFDE.
Conclusion
In this paper, two analytic and approximate methods for treating "linear integro-fract ional differential equation of Fredholm type with variab le coefficients" were introduced with so me illustrating examples for each method and the following points have been noticed: 1. In general, these analytical and appro ximate methods propos ed here provided good results and effectiveness in solving our problem. 2. So metimes the No ise terms in Ado mian method will not appear, so we use modified Ado mian Decomposition method.
